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Difference sets with parameters (v, k, 2) may exist even if there are no abelian 
(v, k, ,~) difference sets; we give the first known example of this situation. This 
example gives rise to an infinite family of non-abel ian difference sets with param- 
eters (4t 2, 2t a - t, t 2 - t), where t = 2 q. 3 r- 5 .10 ' ,  q, r, s >/0, and r > 0 ~ q > 0. No 
abel ian difference sets with these parameters are known. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A (v, k, 2) difference set is a subset A of size k in a group G of order v 
with the property that for every g in G, g ¢ 1, there are exactly 2 ordered 
pairs (x, y) ~ A x A such that 
xy -1 =g. 
A difference set is said to be abelian (non-abelian, cyclic) if the group is 
abelian (non-abelian, cyclic). If a group G has a difference set A then the 
set {gA : g e G} forms the blocks of a symmetric (v, k, ,~) design with point 
set G. On this design G acts by left multiplication as a sharply transitive 
automorphism group. 
Difference sets were first introduced in cyclic groups in the study of 
projective planes [6, 10]. Most progress in the study of difference sets has 
occured in abelian groups; indeed the term "difference" comes from the 
abelian (additive) version of the formula in the definition. 
Difference sets with parameters (4t 2, 2t2- t ,  t 2 -  t) are often called 
"Hadamard" difference sets or "Menon" difference sets. They are known 
to exist in abelian groups of the form Z~x Z~ x Z~ b [5, p. 628; 21]. The 
existence of abelian (4p 2, 2p a -p ,  p2 _p)  difference sets for primes p > 3 
was ruled out by McFarland [20]. The existence of (4t 2, 2t 2 -  t, t 2 -  t) dif- 
ference sets with t divisible by any prime greater than 3 were previously 
unknown. In this paper we construct non-abelian difference sets with t 
divisible by 5. 
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Little is apparently known in general about non-abelian difference sets 
[14, p. 243]. The author hopes that the discovery detailed in this paper 
will stimulate a search for difference sets in non-abelian groups. At the 
same time as this discovery, Xia announced in [24] the construction of 
abelian difference sets with t divisible by p4 p being prime congruent 
to 3 modulo 4. The parameters (4t 2, 2t 2 -  t, t 2 -  t) are a fertile ground for 
further research into difference sets. 
Let ZG be the integral group ring of G. Given a subset J of G, equate 
A with the element Zg~ g of ZG. More generally, for an integer m, define 
A(m) := E gm. 
ge J  
Then a subset A of G is a difference set iff in the group ring ZG, 
J .A ( - l~=(k -2) l  +)oG. (1) 
Standard introductions to difference sets occur in [5, 11, 15 ]. Lander's 
work, [15], now out of print, is an exceptional text and we will assume 
some familiarity with Chapter 4 of that book. 
The representation-theoretic approach to construction of a difference set 
requires examining Eq. (1) under the images of various irreducible 
representations. This approach as been promoted by Leibler (in [ t7, 18]) 
and a general attack on groups of order 4p 2 has been initiated by 
Iiams [ 12 ]. 
Call a representation ~bof G sufficient if every member of ZG is uniquely 
determined by its image under ~b (see [ 18]). A sufficient representation is 
necessarily faithful; the converse is not true. The direct sum of all the 
irreducible representations is a sufficient representation. 
We assume that each irreducible representation is a unitary representation, 
and so ~b(g -1) = O(g) t, the conjugate transpose of ~b(g). If ~b is a representa- 
tion which does not have the trivial representation as a constituent then 
q~(G) = 0. If ~b is a non-trivial irreducible unitary representation then 
~(~). ~(~)' = (k -~)  ~(1). (2) 
(Basic material on groups representations are [4, 7, 9, Chap. 3, or 16].) 
2. A SPECIAL GROUP OF ORDER 100 AND ITS LINEAR REPRESENTATIONS 
For the remainder of this paper, G will be the group of order 100 with 
presentation 
G = (gl,  b, c " 171 5 = 6 5 = c 4 = [a,  h i  = cac - la -2  = cbc - lb -2  ~_ 1 ) .  
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The unique Sylow 5-subgroup of G is the commutator subgroup 
G'=(a ,b) .  
A will represent a subset of G of size 45. 
The first step to finding a difference set is to find the irreducible represen- 
tations of G. Any linear (that is, one-dimensional) representation will have 
the commutator subgroup G' in its kernel. In this case GIG' is isomorphic 
to the cyclic group of order 4 and so G has four inequivalent linear 
representations. The linear representations are defined by 
zj(a) =zj(b) = 1, Zj(C) = i j 
( i2=-1)  for j=0 ,1 ,2 ,3 .  Zo is the trivial representation and so 
Zo(A) = ]A[ =45. If j=  1, 2, or 3 then by Eq. (2), zj(A)zj(A)=25 and so 
zj(A) has modulus 5. The linear representation Z1 maps A to a Gaussian 
integer of modulus5 and so z~(A)e{+3+-4i ,  _+4+3i, _+5, +_5i}. The 
linear representation Z2maps A to a rational integer of modulus 5; there- 
fore z2(A)= ___5. z3(A) is the conjugate ofz~(A ). 
The four cosets of G' partition A into four sets: 
A =AouAlc•A2c2wA3 c3, Ai~G'. 
Or, by viewing sets as members of the group algebra, we have 
A=Ao+Alc+A2c2+A3 c , AieZG'. (3) 
We apply the various linear representations Zj, J = 0, 1, 2, to Eq. (3) and 
find 
Zo(A) = ]A0[ + IAI] + ]A21 + IA3I =45 
z I (A)=IAo I+IA I I i - IA2 I - IA3 I i s{  3 4i,_4__3i,  ___5,_+5i} 
)2(~) = I& l -  I~1 + IM21- 1~31 = +5. 
This allows us to solve for IAkl = lzl ~ G'c k] in terms of zi(A) and we find 
that the multi-set {IAkl} is either equal to {15, 10, 10, 10} or {14, 12, 11, 8}. 
This is the first combinatorial fact given by a representation and we sum- 
marize it in a lemma. 
LEMMA 1. We may assume (after translating A or applying a group 
automorphism of GIG', if necessary) that the image of A under the natural 
homomorphism from G to GIG' is either 
(i) 15G' + lOG'c+ 10G'e 2 + lOG'c 3, 
(ii) 14G'+12G'c+l lG 'e2+8G'c  3,or
(iii) 14G' + 8G'c + 11G'c 2 + 12G'c 3. 
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Any set which intersects the cosets of G' in this fashion will satisfy Eq. (1) 
under the image of Z j, J = O, 1, 2, 3. 
The cases in Lemma 1 are distinguished by their image under X1. In 
the first case zI(A)= 5; in the second and third cases z~(A)= 3 + 4i and 
3 -  4i, respectively. (The author wishes to thank an anonymous referee for 
pointing out the existence of case iii.) 
3. Tim EQUATION IN Z-Frob(20) 
G has 10 equivalent irreducible representations, We have found the 
four linear representations and now construct he nonlinear irreducible 
representations. 
The subgroup G' is isomorphic to Z5 x Zs, the noncyclic group of order 
25, and has six subgroups of order 5. These are H i = (aJb }, j - -  0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
and H~ = (a}. Each of these is normal in G and have factor group 
isomorphic to F= (~, fl: 0d =/~4 =/~ 10C--2 = 1}, the Frobenius group of 
order 20. F is the key to our construction of A. F has one irreducible 
complex representation 0' of degree 4 corresponding to the representation 
induced by a faithful character of (a ) .  Explicitly, 
0 0 10 / 
~2 0 0 0,(/~) = 0 1 
0t(0~) = 0 ~4 0 ' 0 0 ' 
0 0 0 ~3/ 1 0 0 0 /  
where ~ = e 2~i/5. 
For each subgroup Hi, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,~, we may define an irreducible 
representation on G by co}(x):= ¢'(Hjx). These representations are irre- 
ducible because ¢' is. These representations are distinguished by their 
characters on Hj and so they are mutually inequivalent; his completes the 
list of irreducible representations of G. 
The minimal splitting field of the representations ¢', m} is Q[~]. We may 
avoid computing in Q[ ~] by creating integral representations equivalent to 
¢', co}; unfortunately the new representations are not unitary. Instead we 
will create integral representations of degree 5 which are equivalent to the 
direct sum of a representation of degree 4 and the trivial representation. 
Let ¢ be the natural permutation representation f F on the left cosets of 
the Frobenius complement ( f l )  by left multiplication. (See [9, pp. 37-38 
or 3, p. 190].) This will give us an integral-valued representation 0 equiv- 
alent to Zb • 0'; explicitly, we set 
582a/70/l-Ll 
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(i°°°) (i ° ° ° i) 
0 0 0 ~ 0 0 1 
¢ (~)= 1 0 0 0 , ¢ ( f l )=  1 0 0 . 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 
As before, define a representation on all of G by defining coj(x) := ¢(H jx )  
for j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, oo. Fix j e { 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, oo } and Eq. ( 1 ) becomes 
c%.(A), coj(d)t = 2515 + 400J, (4) 
where J is the matrix of all ones. In addition, co j (A) J= 45£ 
Set M=co j (A) -9 J .  Then MJ=O and MMt=25Is -5 J .  This gives 
enough information for us to construct M and thus coj(A). 
LEMMA 2. Let M be a 5 x 5 matrix with integer entries such that M J  = 0 
and MMt=2515-5 J .  Then, up to permutation o f  rows and columns, 
M= +_X 1, or M= +_X 2, where 
3 0 -1  -~  
X 1 = 0 - 1 -3  3 , 
--1 -3  3 
-3  3 0 
(4 1 i) 1 -4  1 1 
X2 = 1 1 - -4  1 . 
1 1 1 - -4  
1 1 1 1 -- 
Proof  Let (mlm2m3m4ms)  be a row of M. Then ~mj=0 and 
m 2 --20. This forces the row to be (up to permutat ion) either 
(i) ( -41111) ,  
(i i) (4 -1  -1  -1  -1 ) ,o r  
(iii) (3, 1,0, -1 ,  -3 ) .  
Using the fact that the inner product of two rows must be - 5, we discover 
that either all rows have pattern (i), all rows have pattern (ii) or there is a 
mixture: one row is ( -41111)  or (4 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1), and the remaining 
four rows are in the pattern (3, 1, 0, -1 ,  -3 ) .  These give the four cases 
M = + X 1 , + M 2 in the lemma. 
We have found up to permutations o f  rows and columns, coj(A)= 9J + M. 
To find a difference set we need to find coj(A) exactly. So we view the group 
F= ( ~, fl : oc 5 = f14 = flo~fl-lo:-2 = 1 ) in several different ways. The represen- 
tation ¢ suggests that we view F as a particular subgroup of Sym(5), the 
symmetric group of order 120. Explicitly the permutat ions (0 1 2 3 4) and 
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(1 243)  generate a subgroup of Sym(5) isomorphic to F and we may 
equate 0~ with (0 1 2 3 4) and/~ with (1 2 4 3). The representation ~, merely 
represents these elements as permutation matrices and we may extend ~ to 
permutation representation of Sym(5) acting naturally on {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. 
The subgroup ((0 1 2 3 4), (1 2 4 3)) has a left transversal 
T= {~o = l ,  ~1 = (13), ~2 = (23), ~3 = (34), TL" 4 ~ (12), re5 = (24)} 
in Sym(5). (T has been chosen so that T -1 = T.) A matrix equivalent to 
coj(A) under row and column permutations is then of the form 
O(~k) cos(g Ah) 0(~z;), where g and h are in F and ~k, ~zl are in 7". Under 
this correspondence there exist ~k, 7r; from T such that 
coy(g Ah) = tp(~)(9Jq- X/) 0(Tz;) = 9J+__ O(~k)(Xi) O(~Z;). 
We will hereafter equate a permutation ~k with its permutation matrix 
O(~k) and so we (somewhat sloppily) summarize the above equation as 
coy( g Ah ) = 9J -b rCk( Xi) ~;. 
If A is a difference set in a group G then for any g in G, a in Aut(G), 
gA ~ is also a difference set, said to be "equivalent to A." Since conjugation 
is an automorphism, A will be a difference set iff g Ah is. So we will assume 
without loss of generality that coy(A)=9J++_~zk(Xi)7c; ( i=1  or 2). The 
matrix X 2 is in the center of Z Sym(5) and so we may assume further 
that in that case the difference set has been transformed so that coj(A)= 
9J___ )(2 =;. A further simplification can made if we note that the permuta- 
tion matrix corresponding to (13)(24) commutes with X1. This reduces the 
possibilities for coj(A) to the 48 matrices 9J+_~kXlzr; (k=0,  1,3 and 
l=0,  1, 2, 3,4, 5), or 9J+X27c l ( l=0,  1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 
Given a particular 5 x 5 matrix coj(A), we still face the difficulty of con- 
structing the corresponding element in ZF. Our viewpoint, so far, implies 
that the rows and columns of the representation ~ are indexed by 
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4} = Z5 and therefore the coordinates of the 5 x 5 matrix may be 
viewed as points of the affine plane AG(2, 5). We push this further. ~b(0~) is
the characteristic function of the line y = x + 1 and ~p(fl) is the charac- 
teristic function of the line y = 2x. More generally O(0dfl;) is the charac- 
teristic function of the line y = 2'x + s in AG(2, 5) and we have an injection 
from the 20 members of F into the 30 lines of AG(2, 5). This map misses 
the "horizontal" and "vertical" lines of AG(2, 5); these correspond to the 
rows and columns of the 5 x 5 matrix. This correspondence equates a mem- 
ber of ZF  with the collection of all functions from the lines of AG(2, 5) to 
Z which map the horizontal and vertical lines to zero. The (y, x) coor- 
dinate of coj(A)= COj(~g~F O~gg) is the sum of the 0~g for all "lines" g on the 
"point" (y, x). 
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We may use a form of"Mobius inversion" [ 1, Section IV.2] to invert the 
map % to reconstruct the image of A in ZF. More generally, let f be a 
function from the lines of an affine plane of order q into the integers Z. 
Define a function j? on points by 
j~(p) := ~, f(L). 
L onp  
It is also advantageous to define a second function y~ on lines 
?(L) := E ?(p) 
p~L 
and to extend f to the parallel classes of the plane by defining, for parallel 
class H, 
f (H)  := • f(L). 
L~H 
Then for a fixed line L in a parallel class/7, 
f(L)= Z Z f(L')=q.f(L)--f(fl)+ Z f(L'). 
p ~ L L '  on  p al l  l ines L '  
Given J~(L), f(H) and the sum k=ZalllinesL, f(L'), we may retrieve the 
original function f on the line L: 
U(L) = {f(L) -k  + f(H)}/q. (5) 
In our case, the lines are members of F and our six parallel classes are 
the four cosets of (~)  along with the rows and columns of our 5 ×5 
matrix. We have k=~alilinesl:f(L')= [A]=45 and f(H) is either one of 
{15, 10, 10, 10} (case i of Lemma 1), or one of {14, 12, I1, 8} (cases ii and 
iii). The order of the plane, q, is 5. I fp is the point (y, x) in the affine plane 
then f (p)  is the (y, x) coordinate of the matrix coj(A) and f(L) is the sum 
of the coordinates corresponding to the points on L. Given any matrix 
c@(A) we can use (5) to solve for f(L). 
f(L) = {f(L) - 45 +f(H)}/5 = {f(L) +f(H)}/5 - 9. (6) 
Now f(L) is the cardinality of the intersection of A and a coset of Hj and 
so it must be a nonnegative integer no larger than 5. In particular 
{f(L) +f (H)}  is one of {45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70}. This severely restricts the 
possible values off(L) .  For many of the 84 cases mentioned earlier, there 
are lines L of the matrix (affine plane) such that f(L) is not integral and 
so the case can be discarded. If we assume parallel classes have f(H)= 
{15, 10, 10, 10} then only (34)X1(34), X2(13), X2(23), )/2(34), X2(12), 
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X2(24), can possibly correspond to homomorphic mages of a difference set 
in G. If we assume parallel classes have f (H)= {14, 12, 11, 8} then only 
XI(34), (13)X~(34), (23)X1(34), (12) XI(34), (24) X~(34), and their 
transposes, can possibly correspond to homomorphic mages of a difference 
set in G. 
We will do one example. Suppose that 
coj(A) = 9 J+ (34)-X~ = 9 J+ Q --4 1 1 1 1 / 1 3 0 -1  -3  1 0 --1 -3  3 . 
1 -3  3 0 -1  
1 -1  -3  3 0 / 
Then f (L)  is congruent to 3 (modulo 5) for all lines L of slope 1 (such as 
the diagonal). This forces us into case iii of Lemma 1 and we may assume 
that the image of A in GIG' is 8G'+ 11G'c + 12G'c2 + 14G'c 3. For example, 
let L be the "diagonal" of the matrix; L corresponds to the identity in F 
and the line y = x in AG(2, 5). f (L)  = (9 -4 )  + (9 + 3) + (9 - 1) + (9 + 0) + 
(9+0)=43 and so f (L )= {43-45+ 12}/5=2. In a similar fashion, we 
can work out that 
A={2+4c~+1~2+3c~3+2c~ 4} +{1+2~+3~2+3c~3+5~4}fi  
+ {0 +2a+ 3~z+ 2~3 +lcd} f12+ {2 +2~ + 3o~+ 2~3 + 2~4} f13. 
Translating d to a Aft 3 gives an element we will call d 9 in ZF: 
d 9 = { 5 + lo~ + 2o~ 2+ 3o~ 3+ 3~ 4} + { 1 + 0o~ + 2cd + 3c~ 3+ 2od}/? 
+ {2 + 2~ + 2~ 2 + 3~ 3 + 2~ 4} f12 + {2 + 2c~ + 40~ 2 + 10~ 3+ 30~ 4} f13. 
Similar computations for other values of coj(A) give us a complete list of 
12 different possible images of A in F. 
Let o- be the inner automorphism of F corresponding to conjugation 
by fi, that is, a(g)=flgfl -~. Define the following members of ZF: 
J=  1 + 0~ + 0[2 + 0~3 + 0~4; 
and so 
A = 5 + 2c~ + 3~ 2 + 30~ 3 + 2~ 4 
a(A) = 5 + 3~ + 20~ 2 + 20c 3 + 30~4; 
B = 1 + 3c( + 4~ 2 + 4c~  + 3~ 4 
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~r(B) = 1 + 47 + 30t 2 + 30~ 3+ 4cX4; 
C = 3 + 4o~ + 2~ 2 + 2od + 4o~ 4
and so 
a(C) = 3 + 2o~ + 4o~ 2+ 4od + 2o~4; 
A' = 5 J  - A = 3o~ + 20~ 2+ 20d + 3~ 4, 
B' = 5 J - -  B, and C' = 5 J -  C. 
Note that A' + J=cr (B) ,  B' + J=a(A) ,  and C' + J=a(C)  and that all of 
these elements are fixed by the map x--+ x -1. 
TrmOReM 3. Let A = X dg g be a member of ZF and suppose the integers 
dg are nonnegative, no larger than 5, and add up to 45. if" AA (-1~ = 
25 I+  100 F then A is, up to equivalence, one of the following: 
31 - B + ~r(C') f l+A'f l2+ C'fi 3, 
A3 = A + a( C') fl + B'fl2 + C'fl 3, 
As=B + C, fl + A,fl2 + ~r( C,) f13, 
~7 = A + C'~ + ~,~2 + a( C') p~, 
A2 = C + A'fl + C'fl2 + a(A ') f13, 
34= C-~ Btj~ -~ Ctj~2 .q- ~( B t) 1~ 3, 
Z16 = C -}- ~( A' ) ~ .-~ C't~ 2 -~ A tj~3, 
38 = C+ a(B') fi + C'~ 2 + B',6 3, 
A 9 = { 5 + lo~ + 2~ 2 + 3o~ 3+ 3~ 4 } "1- { 1 -I- 00{ -]- 2~ 2 + 3~ 3 q- 2~ 4 } fl 
+ {2 q- 20~ q- 20~ 2q- 30~ 3q- 2~ 4} f12 + {2 + 20~ -1- 40~ 2-}- 1~ 3 + 3~ 4} /?3 
A m = {0 + 4e + 3~ 2 + 2cd + 2~ 4} + { 3 + 4~ + 2cd + led + 2cd} fi 
+ {3 + 30~ + 3~ 2 + 2~ 3 + 30~ 4} fi2 + {2 + 20~ + 00~ 2+ 30d + 10[ 4} f13 
= (5 J+ 5J/~3)(1 +/~2) _ 3~, 
Z~ll ~---/~91 , and A12=Am x. 
Remarks. These are the only solutions with non-negative ntries. There 
are other solutions to Eq. (4), such as 
{2+ 30~+ 30t2+30c3 +30c4} q- {4 +20c+ 2~x2 +20c3-1-20c4} fl 
+{- l+3a+30t  2+30d+3~ 4} f i2+{0+2~+2~ 2+2e 3+2~ 4} f13, 
but the occurence of a negative number  prohibits this from being the image 
of a difference set. 
The 12 elements in the theorem are mutual ly inequivalent. 
I f  At, l~< 8, are homomorph ic  images of a difference set then the 
difference set falls into case i of Lemma 1. If  ooj(A)=A9 or Alo then the 
difference set falls into case iii of Lemma 1. The last two are from case ii. 
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Proof  of  Theorem 3. We explore the four possibilities of Lemma 2: 
Case 3A. Suppose that coj(A)= 9 J+ (X2)~zl. Then the requirement 
that the integers d~ be nonnegative and no more than 5 force us to assume 
that rot ~ 1 and that we are in case i of Lemma 1. Formula (6) yields four 
possible solutions (up to equivalence). If coj(A)= 9 J+ (X2)~rl then there 
are two possiblities, depending on which coset of G' has weight 5. These 
are 
~1 = B + ¢(c ' )  fl + A' /~ + C'fl ~, 
ZJ 2 : C-~ A '~ q- C'~ 2 --}- o(A ' )  ~3. 
On the other hand, if coj(d)= 9 J - (Xz ) r r l ,  we have 
A 3 :A  -}- o-(C') ]~..~_ B,/~2 q_ C,~3 
A 4 = C-q- B']~ -~ C'fl 2 q- o-(B') ~3. 
Case 3B. Suppose that coi(A)=9Jq-~k(X~)~r~ and that casei of 
Lemma 1 holds; that is, z/ intersects cosets of G' in 15 or 10 points. Then 
modular arithmetic onditions forces rc~ = rcz= (34) and formula (6) gives 
As =B+ C'fi + A'fi 2 + a( C') f13, 
&= C + a(A') ~ + C'p2 + A'~ ~, 
under the assumption that coj(d)= 9 J+ (34)X1(34), and yields 
Z~ 7 = A -q- C'/~ -}- B'/~ 2 -q- 0(CO) ]~3 
& = C+~(B') p+ C'~2+B'~ 3, 
if coj(d) = 9 J -  (34) X1(34). 
Case3C. On the other hand, we might assume that coy(A)= 
9 J+ ~rk(X1) 7r t and that cases ii or iii in Lemma 1 occur; that is, d intersects 
cosets of G' in 14, 12, 11, and 8 points. This forces either rc k = (34) and 
~zt~(34 ) or the transpose condition (rck= (34) and ~l#(34),  as in the 
example) and we discover two results, up to equivalence and inversion: 
A 9 when coj(d) = 9 J+ ~rk(X1) ~r~ and dlo when coj(d) = 9 J -  rck(X1) rc 1. The 
inversion map x- -*x  -~ adds All and A~2 to the list. 
4. PASTINO IT ALL BACK TOGETHER 
Now ¢ =ZQ (~6=lcoj) is a sufficient representation. We have found 
solutions to (4) for the co/. and now we need to find a set d which 
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simultaneously satisfies (4) for all the coj; that is, no matter which sub- 
group Hj we choose, A looks like the image of a difference set in G/Hj. 
The first eight solutions, above, require that A intersects cosets of G' in 
15 or 10 points. The last four require that A intersects cosets of G' in 14, 
12, 11, or 8 points. If this occurs then all six images of A (or A (-1)) under 
the natural maps into G/Hj will be equivalent to either A 9 or Z110' We will 
show that this is impossible. 
Suppose that A9 or Z11o is the image of a (100, 45, 20) difference set in 
our group G. Pick two subgroups, say Ho and H~ (so that G/Ho ~- 
G/Ha ~_ F) and then consider the coset of G' intersecting A in 8 elements; 
arrange these 25 elements in an array so that the rows correspond to cosets 
of H 0 and the columns correspond to cosets of Hoo. We may do this in 
such a way that the "lines" of slope 1 in the matrix correspond to cosets of 
H1, etc., and we may assume after applying a translation or automorphism 
of Zs, that the row and column sums are 0, 3, 1, 2, 2. (The sums along lines 
of slope 1 must also be in this pattern or a variation of the pattern after a 
translation by an element of Z 5 or an automorphism of Z5 or a combina- 
tion of these.) There are then 24 solutions to the row and column sum 
restrictions. In none of these cases do the cosets of H1 (the lines of slope 1 ) 
yield an appropriate lement of Z(G/H1)~-ZF. This rules out ~bj(A)= A 9 or 
A lo for the group of order 100 that we are considering. Similarly, A 11 and 
A 12 are impossible also. 
But fortunately the other eight ZF  images are more complicated. Richard 
Stafford, Robert Morris, and Ted Shorter at the National Security did a 
computer search using the elements A1, zJ2, A 3,---, A8, and found a number 
of simultaneous solutions, including 
A=( l  +a+a4)+( l  +a)b+( l  +aZ +a3 +a4)b 2 
+ (1 +a +a 2 +a 3) b 3 + (1 +a 4) b 4 
+ { (a 2 + a 4) + a4b + a3b 2 + ( 1 + a 2) b 3 + (a + a 2 + a 3 + a 4) b 4} c 
+ {a 4 q- (a + a 2 + a 4) b + (a + a 4) b 2 + (1 + a 2 + a 4) b 3 + a3b 4} c 2 
+ { (a 3 + a 4) + ( 1 + a 4) b + a3b 2 + (a + a 2 + a 3 + a 4) b 3 + ab 4 } c a. 
This is a difference set! The six different images in ZF  are equivalent to A 5, 
A7, (twice) and A 8, (three times) and so "Case 3B" of Theorem 3 gives a 
positive result. 
An integer m is a weak multiplier of A if A (~ = A. Many Hadamard if- 
ference sets have -1  as a weak multiplier; that is, A (- 1>= A. The existence 
of abelian difference sets with - 1 as multiplier is apparently closely related 
to the existence of Hadamard difference sets (see [23]), although the 
situation is different in non-abelian groups (see [ 19]). The difference set A 
(above) has -1  as a weak multiplier. 
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LEMMA 4 (Menon and Dillon). Let G1 be a group with (4t 2, 2t 2 -  tl, 
t~- t i )  difference set AI and G2 a group with (4t~,2tz~-t2,  t~- t2 )  
differences set A 2. Let G3 = G1 × G2 and define 3"  = (G1 - 2A 1) × { 1 }, 
3"={1} x (G2-2A2) .  Then the element A3=(0.5 ) {G3--(z]~gZ]2~)} is a 
(4t 2, 2t z -  t, t z -  t) difference set in G 3 with t = 2tl t 2. I f  both d l and A2 have 
multiplier -1  then A 3 does also. 
The group  2s a 2b Z3 x Z 4 x Z  has a Hadamard difference set with multiplier 
-1  for all nonnegative values of s, a, and b, a+b>0 [5, 2l] .  We may 
recursively use such a group and copies of G (our particular non-abelian 
group of order 100) to construct difference sets with multiplier -1  in 
groups of orders 4t 2, where t = 2 q. 3 r. 5 • l0 s, q, r, s/> 0, and r > 0 ~ q > 0. 
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